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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with the development of nonlinear 
Itlzzy controllers. Because of their properties, such 
as robustness against external disturbing signals, 
nonlinear behaviour which is desired for a strongly 
nonlinear system, the possibilities to optimize the 
controller performances, etc., fuzzy controllers can 
be well used in such complex systems as magnetic 
hearings without premagnetization. Besides the 
discussions about adjusting the controllers, state
ments concerning the practical realization will be 
made. 

INlRODUCTION 
In principle, magnetic bearings can be divided in 
two groups, that is magnetic bearings with and 
without premagnetization. The controller for mag
netic bearings which are linearized by means of 
premagnetization can be designed with a simple 
linear structure. However, this concept has the 
It lllowing disadvantages: 

This type of magnetic bearing requires a structural 
lIIeasure of premagnetization which causes addi
f lonalloss of energy. Moreover, it is confined to a 
linear controller and the possibilities to improve 
f he system performance with regard to various 
disturbing signals are thus limited. 

(:ompared with the linearized ones, magnetic 
hcarings without premagnetization do not only 
have a more simple construction but also a higher 
effidency. Owing to the strong nonlinear relation 
,IInong the magnetic force, the displacement of the 
·.haft , and the regulating current it is necessary to 
Illake use of a nonlinear controller. A unified meth
ud cannot be found for the synthesis of nonlinear 

controllers. The controller structure and the diffi
culty degree of the design are different from plant 
to plant. Two approaches are, for example, given 
by "exact linearization"[l] and "dynamic program
ming with the help of the Lyapunov-function" [2] . 

A general nonlinear model of controllers can be 
obtained by utilizing fuzzy logic. The fuzzy control
ler is rule-based and offers more possibilities than 
traditional ones for the realization of a well-per
formed closed control system. If the plant cannot 
be described mathematically, the experiences of ex
perts, linguistically expressed, can be integrated in 
the fuzzy controller, which is almost impossible for 
conventional approaches. Using the experiences of 
experts it is possible to develop a Self-Organizing 
Controller (SOC). If enough information about the 
plant is available, the optimal fuzzy controller can 
be constructed by means of numerical methods, 
such as dynamic programming, since an arbitrary 
function can be formed approximately with the 
help of a set of fuzzy equations . 

This paper describes a fuzzy controller with decen
tralized structure which is applied to magnetic 
bearings without premagnetization. In order to 
improve the performance of the controller, the 
possibilities of adjusting the controller are discuss
ed. 

mE DECENTRAL FUZZY CONlROLLER 
It is assumed that a multi-variable system has n 
variables ~EXi' i= 1,2 ... ,n, and m inputs ujEup 

j=1,2, ... ,m (they are outputs of the controller), 
where Xi and uj denote the corresponding univer
ses of discourse which are discretized with the 
dimensions Dim(XJ = Ii und Dim(u j) = 01' respec-
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tively. Therefore, for each ~EXi (ujEuj) we get a 
unique fuzzy vector 

x.,; = [I-'AI(Xj) 1-',f2(xj ) .•• I-'AlI(Xj )] 

Ufj = [i!jl(U) i!n(u) ... IlAo/Uj)] ) . 

With these vectors the rule base can be described 
as follows: 

IF Xfl ::::: [f-LXI (Xl) f-LA2(X l ) ... f-LAml (xIH 

AND IF x12 = [f-Lb(Xz) f-LA2(Xz) ... f-LAmz(xzH 

AND IF ... 

AND IF Xrn = [f-LXI (xJ f-LA2(xJ ... f-LAmn(xnH 

mEN 

i = 1,2, ... ,nr (1) 

Including the rule base, the general model of fuzzy 
controllers is given by a system of fuzzy equations 

Bij = 8(R,..A j ), i=l,2, ... ,n" j=1,2, ... ,m 
(2) 

Bij = Ui/) . The system of fuzzy equations can 

take the form of B = A 0t R as well as of 

B = A I>t R which are defined as follows: 

B = A °t R = de)y~3x(xeAAt(x,y)eR)} 

(3) 

B = A I>t R = de)y~Vx(XEA->t(x,y)£R)} 

(4) 
where A t denotes the conjunction operator which 
is connected to the t-norm t and ... t the implica
tion operator which is defined via a <I> coperator 
connected to at-norm t [3]. 

For the general model of fuzzy controllers there are 
11 ,12 , .... ,In to be set up. The fuzzy relation con
tains 11 ,12 , .•. 'In 'OJ elements. Thus the computing 
time both for the establishment of the fuzzy rela
tion R and for the fuzzy controller increases with 
the order of the system. On this point of view the 
fuzzy controller with the general structure is not of 
practical use for the magnetic bearing system with 
9 variables (8 state variables and 1 rotational speed 

of the shaft). 

It is assumed that the whole system is divided into 
subsystems; for each a local fuzzy controller is con
structed which works only according to the infor
mation from the subsystem. A control system with 
decentral fuzzy controllers is thus obtained. It is 
puinted out that the coupling between the sub
systems will be treated as disturbing signals. Simi
lar to the general model, the decentral fuzzy con
troller can be expressed by the following set of 
equations: 

Bij = 8(R4I.Ad), i=l,2, ...• ndr, j=1,2, ... ,m 

(5) 

This structure shows at first the simplicity which 
makes it possible to realize fuzzy control on multi
variable systems. Furthermore, the boundary condi
tions which are constituted by the rule base in eq. 
(1) can also be satisfied by the system of fuzzy 
equations. The same is valid for the general model 
of fuzzy controllers. The decentral fuzzy controller 
formed in this way can be improved in several 
stages: 

1. Selection of the suitable system of fuzzy 
equations. Generally a more continuous de scrip-

tion is given by the fuzzy equation B = A 0, R 

than that given by B = A r>t R . In order to 
achieve an accurately adjusted fuzzy controller, the 

type of fuzzy equation B = A 0, R is suggested 

to be used. 

2. Choice of at-norm t. 
For a certain rule base the output of a fuzzy con
troller can be affected by different t-operators. Of 
course, the choice of a t-operator is not based on 
the continuity of the controller function but rather 
on the performance of the fuzzy controller. Nor
mally the computing time which is caused by the t
operator plays an important role in the determina
tion. For this reason the t-norm ~ ::::: min is often 
used. 

3. Adjustment of the membership functions. 
Due to the unique solution of a fuzzy controller, 
the convex fuzzy sets should be considered. A fuzzy 
set AE~~) is called convex fuzzy set, if for the real 
values x<y<z the condition 
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IlA-(y) 2: min(llix), Iliz») 
(6) 

Is fulfilled. A membership function can be describ
{·d with various forms, such as triangle function , 
I rapezium function , single-tone function, normal 
distribution, gauE-distribution, etc .. Because of its 
Simplicity, the triangle function becomes the favour
lI e one in describing membership functions . In 
:Iddition, the position of membership functions can 
he adjusted to improve the performance of the 
ILizzy controller. It is of great importance to min-
1m ize the complexity of the controller structure. As 

~ h()wn in figure 1, the distribution of the mem
hership functions can be represented by the discre-

Ilzing vector [Xilnill XiI Xi2 .•. XU,-2 Ximax] . 

X tmax 

Fig. 1 The distribution of membership functions 

II ·nce the purpose of adjusting the position of 
mcmbership functions is to determine the discreti-

li ng vector [XiJniII XiI Xi2 .•• xU,_2 Ximax] . In practice, 

I he adjustment leads to a nonlinear transformation 
, ,/" lhe real variable ~. 

Alternation of the fuzzy relation. In the 
.,ystem of fuzzy equations the fuzzy relation plays a 
(lccisive role in determining the behaviour of the 
fLizzy controller. The modification of the fuzzy 
I dation R leads to a self-organizing fuzzy controller. 
Ilowever, it requires an effective supervision of the 
"nntrol process as well as a self-organizing algo
rithm. For a principal application to magnetic 
Ilcaring systems the approach will not be utilized in 
Ihls paper. 

APPLICATION TO MAGNETIC BEARING 
SYSTEMS 

a 

b 

~f) 
Fig. 2 Magnetic bearing without premagnetization 

The magnetic bearing without premagnetization, 
whose rotor is modelled as a rigid body, was de
signed with the following structural data: 

number of pole-pair p = 4; 
air gap 8 = 0 .5 mm; 
inner diameter of the stator D; = 200 mm; 
outer diameter Da = 345 mm; 
bearing length L = 60 mm; 
width of pole-face arc Hp = 74 .5 mm; 
slot depth Nt = 35.2 mm; 
maximal magnetomotive force es = 700 A. 

One of the difficulties in the development of mag
netic bearing systems is the nonlinearity of the 
plant, that is the nonlinear relation between mag
netic force, regulating current, and displacement, 

, = ,(r.€) . The following figures show the char

acteristic curves, which were obtained with the help 
of the finite-element method [4]. 
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Fig. 3 Magnetic force as a function of current; 
e denotes the displacement, the angle of 
the current vector = 45° and that of the 
displacement vector = 225°. 
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Fig. 4 Magnetic force as a function of displace
ment; i denotes the current. 

The system of fuzzy equations 

(7) 

where Ad = Xp XII Xfl and t == tl = min, de

scribes the de central fuzzy controller with two 
variables for the magnetic bearing. 

The displacement and the velocity of the rotor shaft 
are taken as controller variables, which are discre
tized by 5 and 3 fuzzy sets, respectively. Thus,there 
are altogether 15 rules to be established. Due to its 
simplicity the triangle function was used for the 
fuzzification. Therefore, the rule base is expressed 

by the fuzzy vectors in the table 1. 

XfI X f2 U fj 

00001 001 100 
00001 010 0.90.10 
00001 100 010 
00010 001 100 
00010 010 0.90.10 
00010 100 00.80.2 
00100 001 0.70.30 
00100 010 010 
00100 100 00.30.7 
01000 001 0.2 0.8 0 
01000 010 00.10.9 
01000 100 001 
1 0000 001 010 
10000 010 00.10.9 
10000 100 001 

Table 1 Rule base for the decentral fuzzy controller 
with two variables 

The discretizing vectors for the fuzzy controller of 
he magnetic bearing are given as follows: 

Inputs 
for the displacement 
x =? [-8.0XlO-5 -4.0xlO-5 0 4.0xlO-5 8.0XlO·5] 

for the velocity 

:i =? [-5.0XlO-2 0 5.0XlO·2 ] 

Outputs 
for all of the regulating magnetomotive forces 
u j =? [-700.0 0 700.0], j=1,2,3,4. 

The characteristic surface of the fuzzy controller is 
thus shown in Fig. 5. 
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x 

.III/ot . '5 Characteristic surface of the fuzzy control
ler. 

i"lu: building-up process of the rotor shaft was 
" llI ulated; there the initial conditions of the mag
,,(",Ic bearing a (see Fig. 2) are given as follows: 

initial displacement xa = 5.0xlO-4 [m] 

initial velocity ia = 5.0xlO-2 [ 7] 
constant disturbing force at the x axis 

Fdis = 2000 N 

rile simulating results for a rotational speed range 

iI'um 0 to 100000 rpm are shown in figures 6-8. 
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Fig. 6 Magnetic bearing a: rotational speed = 0 

rpm. 
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Fig. 7 Magnetic bearing a: rotational speed = 50000 

rpm. 
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Fig. 8 Magnetic bearing a: rotational speed = 
100000 rpm. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Fuzzy logic offers the possibility to develop a nonli

near fuzzy controller for the magnetic bearing 

system without premagnetization. By adjusting the 

rule base and the distribution of the membership 

functions, the controller performance can be im

proved. It follows from the discretizing vectors and 

the characteristic surface given above that the fuzzy 

controller for magnetic bearings without premag

netization works in a way of a saturation function. 

The displacement and the velocity of certain values 

are assumed as a limit set, where an especially 

small value is taken for the displacement. If the 

limit is exceeded, the output of the controller is 

then saturated. Only within the limit area the con

troller works fine and continuously. 

The fuzzy controller is expressed by a general 

system of fuzzy equations, the so-called boundary 

conditions can therefore be satisfied. Owing to the 

simplicity, the t-norm ~ = min is chosen as the 

conjunction operator. 

According to the statement of Omron Corporation 

[5] in 1991 about the digital fuzzy processor FP-

3000,which has an external clock speed of 24 MHz, 

the operating time amounts to 650 jJ-S, where 20 

rules with 5 variables and 2 outputs are included 

and the center-of-gravity method is utilized for 

defuzzification. With a quick signal processor, such 

as the TMS 320C40 (external clock speed : 50 

MHz), and the defuzzification by the fuzzy-mean 

method it is possible to apply the decentral fuzzy 

controller discussed above to magnetic hearing 

systems practically. It is pointed out that the fuzzy

mean method is much simpler than the center-of

gravity method. Therefore, by using the fuzzy-mean 

method much computing time can be saved. 

The coupling between the subsystems is treated as 

disturbing signals. The robustness of the controller 

depends not only on the coupling strength but also 

on the controller construction. The simulation has 

shown that the de central fuzzy controller for mag

netic bearing systems without premagnetization 

remains stable in a wide range of rotational speed 

(0-100000 rpm), where nearly the same building-up 

time is achieved for different rotational speeds. 
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